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Boys Under 9 “U9” 

NOTE: With the exception of the rule additions, modifications, and exceptions provided here, 
all games shall be played using 2016 NFHS rules. 

1. As a general preference, teams will consist of 8 on-field players: 2 Attack, 3 Midfielders, 2 Defense, and
1 Goalie.  A team is considered offside if it has more than 5 players on the offensive side of the field or
more than 6 players in the defensive half of the field.

Alternatively and at the request of either or both teams, teams may consist of 7 on-field players: 2
Attack, 2 Midfielders, 2 Defense, and 1 Goalie.  A team is considered offside if it has more than 5
players on the offensive side of the field or more than 6 players in the defensive half of the field.

2. Games will be four 12-minute quarters, running clock quarters.  Official may stop the clock for injuries;
Equipment issues and coaches time outs only.

3. Each team is allowed 1-1 minute time out per half.

4. The field is reduced in size for U9 play. The field is to be 80 yards long and 40 yards wide. The goal lines
are to be 40 yards apart. There is to be a goal crease and a midfield line. There are to be two midfield
wing lines painted 5 yards long and 5 yards in from each sideline.

5. No BODY CHECKING allowed.

6. One-handed checks are considered slashes. Checks must be “under control”. Wild swings will be
considered slashes, whether the stick strikes another player or not.

7. No four (4) second count for goalies.

8. Score is not kept - there is no winner or loser; however, coaches need to keep track of goals to determine
free clears on face-offs and coaches will report scores on the web site to be used in tournament seeding.

9. Coaches are allowed on the field to instruct their players –1- coach from each team is allowed on the field
at the same time.  Coaches must stay towards the sidelines and “outside” of the play and “outside” of the
official’s line of sight.

10. Penalty enforcement: Extra man and man down are not played at this level. Fast-break restart is used, as
described below.

• Offending player leaves the game through the “box” and is substituted with a fresh player through the
“box”.

• Offended team is awarded the ball at midfield, 1 yard from the center X on the offensive half of the field.
Substitute “chaser” is positioned 10 yards directly behind the player with the ball. At the whistle, all
players may move.

• Defensive midfielder(s) and other defensive players may be positioned anywhere on the field, as
long as the team is onsides.

• The penalty time is to be served in the “box” by the player cited for the foul.

• Goals scored during personal foul situations result in a fast-break for the offended team.

• Goals scored during a technical foul situation result in the foul being nullified and a regular restart.
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10. There is no twenty (20) second rule for clearing out of defensive half of the field or 10 second rule for
getting ball into the attack goal area. The 2-minute stall rule does NOT apply at the end of the game.

11. Player equipment checks will be performed and all equipment must meet the National Federation rules
except for the crosse length requirements. Offensive crosses are to be between 37” and 42” in length. No
long “poles”/crosses are allowed at the U9 level. Goalie crosses are to be between 37” and 72” in length.

12. Face-offs will occur after each goal.

For 7-player games: One midfielder from each team is to be behind a midfield wing line for face-offs until
the whistle is blown. The attack and defense are to be even with or behind the goal line extended, and
the goalies must remain in their respective crease until possession is signaled.

For 8-player games: Two midfielders from each team is to be behind a midfield wing line for face-offs until
the whistle is blown. The attack and defense are to be even with or behind the goal line extended, and
the goalies must remain in their respective crease until possession is signaled.

13. Six-goal lead rule applies, if a team scores and leads by 6 or more goals, the trailing team is offered the
option of receiving possession of the ball at mid-field or facing off. This is maintained until the score
differential is less than 6 goals.   (Note: We do not officially keep score, however; the coaches should keep
an unofficial score in order to implement this rule.)

14. Each team must make 2 pass attempts before shooting on goal and a pass originating from the goalie is
counted as a pass.   Note the following:

• The pass attempts do not have to be consecutive. Once a team has completed two pass attempts, the
attacking team may shoot on goal.  The pass count does not reset unless the other team gains possession
of the ball. If the team loses possession of the ball to the opposite team, then regains possession, the
pass count starts over at zero and 2 more pass attempts must be made in the offensive side of the field
prior to the next shot.

• A pass can occur anywhere on the field and includes a pass from the goalie.

• The official will count the passes.  Once a team reaches the required minimum two passes, he/she will
yell, “YOURE HOT”; at that time, the offensive team may shoot at the goal.

• If a team misses a shot and the opposing team fails to gain possession, (possession occurs when the ball is
in the pocket of the stick of a player), the team may shoot without additional pass attempts. The two
pass attempts are counted out loud by the officials.

• If a “fast break” is set up by the official after a penalty situation, no additional pass attempts are
required.

• At the pre-game coaches’ certification, the coaches will be asked by the officials if they want to utilize
the 2-pass rule or not for that game. The 2-pass rule may be waived for that particular game ONLY if
both head coaches agree.

• Prior to the 2nd pass attempt, players must play defense against the player with the ball and the players
“off the ball”. Goalies should stay in the crease and refrain from coming out the crease to play defense
against field players prior to the 2nd pass attempt.

15. Any player who accumulates 4 personal fouls or 5 minutes in personal foul penalty time shall be
disqualified from the game. A disqualified player must leave the field but his team may replace him
with a substitute; no man up situation should occur.

16. Players taking the Face-Off are NOT required to have the stick taped or painted 6 inches below the crosse.
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Boys Under 11 “U-11” 

NOTE: With the exception of the rule additions, modifications, and exceptions provided here, 
all games shall be played using 2016 NFHS rules. 

1. Games will be four 8-minute quarters, stop and start on the whistle.

2. Each team is allowed 2-1 minute time outs per half.

3. The twenty (20) second rule for clearing out of defensive half of the field does NOT apply. The ten (10)
second rule for getting ball into the attack goal area does NOT apply.

4. The four (4) second count for goalies in the crease applies.

5. The 2-minute stall rule does NOT apply in the 4th quarter of the game in this division.

6. If a team is down by 6 or more goals, after a goal it may choose the option of receiving possession of the
ball at mid-field or facing off after a goal is scored. This is maintained until the score differential is
less than 6 goals.

7. One-handed checks are considered slashes.  Checks must be “under control”.  Wild swings will be
considered slashes, whether the stick strikes another player or not.

8. No BODY CHECKING allowed.

9. Any player who accumulates  4 personal fouls or 5 minutes in personal foul penalty time, shall be
disqualified from the game. A substitute for that player may enter the game when the disqualified
player would have been permitted to re-enter had he not fouled out.

10. In the event of a tie at the end of the 4th quarter, there will be 1-5 minute sudden death overtime, with each
team getting 1-1 minute time out.  Game will end in a tie if no one scores.

11. Players taking the Face-Off are NOT required to have the stick taped or painted 6 inches below the
crosse.

12. Player equipment: All equipment must meet the National Federation rules except for the crosse length
requirements. Offensive crosses are to be between 37” and 42” in length.  Defensive long crosses are to
be between 47” and 54” in length.  No more than 4, long “poles”/crosses are allowed on the field at a
time.  Additionally, the length for long crosses cannot be taller than the player with equipment on.
Goalie crosses are to be between 37” and 72” in length.
NOTE: The crosse length is the entire stick, including the head.
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Boys Under 13 “U-13” 

NOTE: With the exception of the rule additions, modifications, and exceptions provided here, 
all games shall be played used using NFHS rules. 

1. Games will be four 10-minute quarters, stop and start on whistle.

2. The twenty (20) second rule for clearing out of defensive half of the field applies. The ten (10) second
rule for getting ball into the attack goal area applies.

3. The four (4) second count for goalies in the crease applies.

4. The 2-minute stall rule does apply at the in the 4th quarter of the game.

5. If a team is down by 6 or more goals, after a goal it may choose the option of receiving possession of the
ball at mid-field or facing off after a goal is scored. This is maintained until the score differential is less
than 6 goals.

6. One-handed checks are considered slashes. Checks must be “under control”. Wild swings will be
considered slashes, whether the stick strikes another player or not.

7. In the event of a tie at the end of the four regulation time periods, there will be up to 2-5 minute sudden
death overtime periods, with each team getting 1-1 minute time out per OT period.  Game will end in a
tie if no one scores.

8. Any player who accumulates 4 personal fouls or 5 minutes in personal foul penalty time shall be
disqualified from the game. A substitute for that player may enter the game when the disqualified player
would have been permitted to re-enter had he not fouled out.

9. Player equipment: All equipment must meet the National Federation rules.  Offensive crosses are to be
between 40” and 42” in length.  Defensive long crosses are to be between 52” and 72” in length.  No
more than 4, long “poles”/crosses are allowed on the field at a time.  Goalie crosses are to be between
37” and 72” in length.
NOTE: The crosse length is the entire stick, including the head.
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Boys Under 15 “U-15” 

NOTE: With the exception of the rule additions, modifications, and exceptions provided here, 
all games shall be played used using 2016 NFHS rules. 

1. Games will be four 10-minute quarters, stop and start on whistle.

2. The twenty (20) second rule for clearing out of defensive half of the field applies. The ten (10) second
rule for getting ball into the attack goal area applies.

3. The four (4) second count for goalies in the crease applies.

4. The 2-minute stall rule does apply at the in the 4th quarter of the game.

5. If a team is down by more than 6 goals, after a goal it may choose the option of receiving possession of the
ball at mid-field or facing off after a goal is scored. This is maintained until the score differential is less
than 6 goals.

6. One-handed checks are allowed. Checks must be “under control”. Wild swings will be considered
slashes, whether the stick strikes another player or not.

7. In the event of a tie at the end of the four regulation time period, there will be up to 2-5 minute sudden
death overtime periods, with each team getting 1-1 minute time out per OT period.  Game will end in a
tie if no one scores.

8. Any player who accumulates 4 personal fouls or 5 minutes in personal foul penalty time shall be
disqualified from the game. A substitute for that player may enter the game when the disqualified player
would have been permitted to re-enter had he not fouled out.

9. Player equipment: All equipment must meet the National Federation rules.  Offensive crosses are to be
between 40” and 42” in length.  Defensive long crosses are to be between 52” and 72” in length.  No
more than 4, long “poles”/crosses are allowed on the field at a time.  Goalie crosses are to be between
37” and 72” in length.
NOTE: The crosse length is the entire stick, including the head.
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YOUTH BOYS ALL LEVELS 

NOTE: With the exception of the rule additions, modifications, and exceptions provided here, 
all games shall be played adapted by using 2016 NFHS rules. 

1. The age groupings are as follows:

 U15 level is for players under 15 years of age as of 8/31/2016.
*High school aged players that meet the age requirements of the U15 age division are
permitted to play provided they are NOT playing on a high school team.

 U13 level is for players under 13 years of age as of 8/31/2016.
 U11 level is for players under 11 years of age as of 8/31/2016.
 U9 level is for players under 9 years of age as of 8/31/2016.
 Players may not “play down” from their respective age group.   Players can “play up” to a new

level.
2. Spectators must always sit opposite the side the team bench areas. No spectators are allowed behind the

bench areas or on the end lines, NO EXCEPTIONS.  Coaches should assist the officials in enforcing
this rule.

3. All teams must have at least one adult head coach present to participate in a game.

4. All mouth guards must be of a highly visible color; white or clear mouth guards are not allowed.

5. Home team is responsible for supplying balls which state “meets NOCSAE standard”, clocks, scorebook,
goals, air horn, and marking field.

6. In the event that a team does not have enough players to begin the game, coaches should do everything possible to 
ensure a game gets played.  This includes loaning players to the team with too few players; or alternatively, the
coaches and officials can agree to play with fewer than the normal number of players on the field. Each
team MUST field a properly equipped goalie or the goals may be turned over to a triangle shape if there
is no goalie.  For U11- U13, the team that is unable to field enough players will be awarded the loss and
a score of 2-0 shall be posted.

7. Home team is responsible to change jerseys or wear pennies in the event both teams have the same
color jerseys. Recommended that coaches communicate ahead of time to prevent any mix-ups.

8. Each team is required to have a sideline manager. See the sideline manager instructions.   Officials will
not start games for which a sideline manager from each team is not present and actively policing
sportsmanship.

9. WMYLC does not allow the challenging of officials as documented by rule 7-13 in the NFHS rulebook.
Challenging of officials calls will be considered unsportsmanlike conduct for even minor offenses.
However, we do encourage respectful and calm conversations between the coaches and officials during
timeouts to discuss rule clarifications.

10. A coach from each team MUST attend a rules interpretation meeting prior to the start of the season
conducted by WMYLC.

11. Strict adherence to thunder and lightning policy: At the sight of any lightning or sound of any thunder,
play shall be terminated immediately.   Game may not resume until 30 minutes until after the LAST
thunder is heard or lightning is seen.
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12. Spectators:

a. Spectators and media, including photographers, are not allowed behind the end lines except in stadium 
structures where permanent seats exist which are also protected by a fence or netting.

b. Spectators must be on the side of the field opposite the table and bench areas or in permanent stands 
separated from the bench area by a barrier and/or a buffer distance such as a track.

c. Where possible, limit lines will be used. Spectators and media, including photographers, are not 
allowed within the limit lines at any time during a contest. The game official can waive one or more of 
these requirements in a manner that does not allow spectators and media to be located as prescribed by 
paragraphs a, b and c of this rule.

13. Equipment:   Equipment shall conform to NFHS requirements, including gloves, arm pads, shoulder 
pads, mouth piece, shoes, and helmets, which must be properly fitted and worn, with the following 
modifications:

a. All goalies are required to wear arm pads (at U15 arm pads are optional) and a protective cup.  

b.  A protective cup is required for all players.

c. Rib pads are recommended for all players.

d.  Game Jersey Recommendations: A team’s game jerseys should have numbers centered on the front 
and back of sufficient size to be clearly visible by game officials anywhere on the field and opposing 
teams’ jerseys should have contrasting dominant colors. Home teams are responsible for contrasting 
jersey colors and will provide and wear contrasting color numbered pinnies or pinnies that allow 
jersey numbers to be clearly seen, if needed. The jersey, pinnie, or an under jersey should completely 
cover the shoulder pads, which will help hold them in place.

14. Unsportsmanlike conduct by coaches and/or players will not be tolerated. Obscenities need not be used 
for language to draw a penalty. Tone, intent, and body language can all contribute to unsportsmanlike 
conduct. Players and coaches will exhibit the highest level of sportsmanship at all times. This means that 
in addition to the unsportsmanlike examples contained in NFHS Rule 5-10, any player or coach who uses 
derogatory or profane language on the field or bench, whether addressing a player, coach, or official may 
receive: first offense, 1 to 3-minute non-releasable unsportsmanlike conduct penalty; second offense, a 3-
minute non-releasable expulsion foul.

15. Any player or coach ejected from a game by a game official (Note: this does not include fouling out) 
shall be suspended for his next regularly scheduled game (at the time of the ejection). The second time a 
player or coach is ejected in the same season or tournament he will be suspended for the next two 
regularly scheduled games (at the time of the ejection).

16. Officials will have authority to terminate a boys’ youth game in response to flagrant acts of 
unsportsmanlike behavior including excessively rough play or the encouragement of excessively rough 
play by coaches, athletes, spectators, or fans. A game termination will be the last resort in ensuring the 
players’ safety and preserving the integrity of the game. If possible, game officials will issue at least one 
strong warning that the game is in danger of being terminated. However, it is conceivable that games 
may be terminated on the first instance of a flagrant unsportsmanlike act. Every effort should be taken to 
avoid game termination, including the enforcement of existing rules for team-conduct penalties, 
unsportsmanlike-conduct penalties, and ejection fouls. Mechanics for terminating a game for flagrant 
unsportsmanlike behavior can be found at www.uslacrosse.org (Programs & Grants, Sportsmanship 
Card). All games terminated by an official will result in a 1-0 victory for the team that is innocent of the 
terminal offense(s). It is recommended that the game should count in league statistics as a full game, and 
all goals, assists, saves, and other team statistics should count toward team and league records. 
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17. If a loose ball is not moving, stuck, or the players are having difficulty picking the ball up the referee
may re-start play following the alternate possession rule.

18. If the player in possession of the ball loses any piece of required equipment, the official shall stop play
immediately regardless of proximity of opposing players.

REMEMBER HAVE FUN, MAKE THIS AN ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE FOR THE
PLAYERS, COACHES, SPECTATORS, AND OFFICIALS
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